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Soph Class Censured
By Student Congress
At the
Student
Congress
•meeting Monday, the Sophomore class was censured for
conduct unbecoming the College's image. The censure molion was composed in a bill
igned by John Cullinan, John
Minicucci, and James Armtrong. Presidents of the Senor, Junior, and
Sophomore
lasses.
Edward Dunphy, Sophomore
cpresentative,
opposed
the
irasure because the conduct
•f the Sophomore class was
>ot the single incident of misunduct by a class John Cullinan replied that he did not
jew the measure as stringent
i nee
sanctions
could
have
r e n imposed on the Class of
968. James Armstrong, Sophonore Class President, pointed
iut that the censure was a
ublic apology to the College
or the conduct of the SophoJerry Lord, President of the Political Union, introduces
nore Class and did not inMr. Richard Deasy and Mr. Robert Early, who gave their oplude social sanctions which posing views on U. S. Policy in Vietnam. (Story on Page 4.)
could have been imposed.
C O W L f o t o by N O R B MCLAUGHLIN
The motion was carried by a
• ote of 18 to 5. Michael Doody,
Sophomore
Representative,
ftated that one of the reasons
lor the opposition of the five
< lass Representatives was the
lact that President Armstrong
lad not informed them of the
i icasure.
A proposed change in the
I'reihman election system was
I resented by Richard Cuffe,
ihairman of the Ways and
Means Committee. The
bill
Mggested a committee to be
I irmed
of
twelve
students
ilected by the Freshman Class
n the first semester. The comlittee would elect four of its
i umber to serve as class rep> .-sentatives in the
Student
ongress until regular officers
mid be elected in the second
•mister. Father Christopher
(Continued on Page t )

'egistrars Choose
[ev. R. J. Gardner
As New President
The Very Rev. Royal J.
I ardner, O.P . Director of Adl lissions at Providcnce College,
as elected president of the
lew England Association of
i ollegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers last Friday
Announcement of the de
c lion was made at the annual
lite ting of the 340 members
Mociation held at the Sherat>n I'laia Hotel, Boston. Father
Cardner, the first religious
• .or to head the group, suc»-eits Charles Duhig. registrar
»:' Brandeis University
A former vice-president of
the Association, Fatber Gardner is now religious suprior
of the Dominican Community
* Providence College. The 41yt-sr-old priest has been a
•ember of the PC faculty
since 1931 .

TEN PAGES

Mr. Newton Reviews
Existing Traffic Laws
In a recent interview Mr
Arthur Newton, Director of
Student Affairs, explained the
reasons for the present traffic
laws on campus. He noted that
Providence College constitutes
a small society in itself, and
thus "the rules and regulations
concerning traffic are for the
good of the society."
Various complaints have been
voiced on this campus in reference to the present system
of fining. For a first offense
parking violation, a student
pays a 51.00 fine, for the second violation $2.00, and the
third $3.00. This has been the
scale in the past, and this same
scale is in effect at the moment.
Compared
to
other
schools the fines at P. C. are
relatively lenient. At Brown the
scale is $5.00 for the first offense and $10.00 for each offense thereafter. On the U.R.I.
campus the first violation demands a $2.00 fine and $5.00
for each one after. At R.I.C.
the scale is $2.00, $3.00, and
$5.00, with the fine doubling if

not paid in ten days. Even the
registration fees at P.C. are
light compared to Brown, where
a student must pay $25.00 for
registering his car and $10.00
for his bumper sticker. At P.C.
next semester each student will
pay a flat fee of $5.00 per semester.
The Director of Student Affairs feels that "any student
who facilitates parking should,
in the view of the administration, pay a fee." The majority
of parking lots are for the commuter student, and commuter
students at P.C. have more oncampus parking space available
than most schools of the same
size. "Maximum safety conditions are not restraints; they
are services."
It was noted during the interview that the present scale
of fines will probably not be
changed, but a study is underway to learn the possible benefits of altering our system.
Also there is the possibility
that faculty members will be
subject to fines in the near future.

TardyOrganizations
DMS Ceremony Held
Are Urged to Register
There are approximately 78
clubs on the campus of Providence College according to the
files in the Legislative Committee of the Student Congress
And it has been the task of
chairman Dennis Finn and his
committee members for the
past few weeks to sift through
a mountain of paperwork in
an attempt to re organize the
roster of these clubs. Of the
supposed 78 organizations filed
with the Student Congress at
least 15 no longer exist; many
have only nominal membership
and activities, while some of
the newer societies have simply
overlooked registering with the
Legislative Committee. Registration is demanded of all
student organizations, explained
Finn, in order to protect the
College community from "outsiders." Filing with the Congress permits the organization
to sponsor and publicize activities as well as to be eligible
for
Congress
appropriations.
Some of the campus groups
that have not yet registered
with officials of the Legislat
tive Committee are: Alpha Phi
Omega. Random Rifles. Flying,
Art, Golf. Judo, Liberal. Scuba.
Sports Car, and
Swimming
Clubs, as well as numerous regional clubs. Finn emphasized
that the members of officers
of these organizations in question should immediately contact Congress official*. There
is no punitive action proscribed
against unregistered groups,
but doing so entities the stu-

dents to reap the full benefit
of official approval.
Dennis Finn also announced
the formation of three new
clubs on campus They are the
Education, Special Forces, and
Jazz Clubs. Concerning
appropriations to these and other
campus
organizations.
Finn
noted that $800 had been allocated for general use and
that the specific appropriations
would be granted by the end
of this month. The amount of
these allocations to each club
is decided upon the merits of
the organization itself. The
club's value to its own members and to the student body
in general as well as its financial condition are all taken
into consideration.
Finn mentioned
that the
two, large bulletin boards on
the first floor of Harkins Hall
will be made available for the
exclusive use of campus clubs.

The President of Providence
College, the Very Reverend William Haas, O.P., was guest oif
honor at the DMS Ceremony
conducted by ROTC cadets of
the College. Other dignitaries
present were Rev. Charles V.
Fennel, O.P., Executive VicePresident Dr. Paul van K. Thomson, Vice President for Academic Affairs; Rev. Joseph L.
Lennon, O.P., Dean of Studies;
and Lt. Col. Andrew A Del
Corso, Professor of Military
Science.

In recognition of his notable
contributions to the United
States Army Reserve Officers
Training Program, the Department of the Army Patriotic
Civilian Service Award was presented to Father Lennon.
Father Haas presented awards
to 16 Distinguished Military Students of the 1965-66 school year.
The award is made to selected
outstanding senior cadets in
recognition
of
high
moral
character, academic
achievement, commendable initiative,
exemplary leadership, and demonstrated aptitudes essential to

become
in the

Recipients of the a w a r d s
were: Cadet Col. Dennis J.
Quinn, Lincoln, R. L; Cadet Lt.
Cols. Peter J. Ulisse, New
Britain, Conn.; Michael D. Miggins, White Plains, N. Y.; Leo
A. Lennon, Providence, R. I;
Cadet Majors Patrick T. Gleason.
Northhamption,
Mass.;
Daniel J. Hickey, Pawtucket,
R.I.; David F. Devinish, Providence, R. I.; John A. Thompson,
Cranston, R. L; Raymond J.
Theriault, Providence, R. I.;
Robert P. Antoniac, East Weymouth, Mass.
Also, Cadet Captains Frederick W. Honerkamp, 111., Douglaston, N. V.; Stephen W. Mahoncy,
Needham, Mass.; H. Peter McGuirl, Warwick, R. I.; Peter A.
Kacergius, Bethlehem, Conn.;
Thomas L. Pasquale, Maplewood,
N. J.; and Edward J. Flanagan,
Cranston, R L

In recognition of their "contribution to the high morale and
exemplary performance demonstrated by the members of Company A, designated outstanding
unit of the 1965 ROTC Summer
Camp at Fort Devens, Mass.,
"Father Fennel will award ribbons to Cadet Lt. Cols. Michael
D. Miggins and Leo A Lennon,
have been accustomed to the Cadet Major Robert P. An
toniac, and Cadet Captains EdWednesday noon "roundup."
ward J. Flanagan and Frank CaThe reason, of course, was
pecci.
the absence of our beloved
William C. Dunn, a MS m
"CowL" Though everyone seems
to grunt and groan upon re- cadet, was presented the Assoceiving " T h e C o w l , " those ciation of the United States
grunts and groans this week Award for Excellence in the
were turned into feelings of Study of Military History by Dr.
Paul van K. Thomson.
(Continued on Page ( )

Northeast In Darkness;
The COWL Blacked Out
Anyone in the vicinity of
Harkins Hall last Wednesday
witnessed a truly remarkable
scene. Contrary to many past
Wednesdays, there was no pushing, no shoving, and no stamping of f e e t The whole atmosphere was one of serenity, and
the overall tranquility even
seemed to shock many who

students aspiring to
commissioned officers
Regular Army."
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Editorially Speaking Around
Student Study Woes?
To any keen observer last Friday was a unique day
for many PC students — a day filled with tension, joy,
relief, and celebration. It was a Friday unlike others experienced this year and in a way resembled the very atmosphere present on campus during final exams.

the

MEMOCampi
FROM THE EDITOR

Colorado Springs, Colo. (I P.)
— College students are complaining that stiff
academic
loads are turning them into
robots, reports Prof.
Frank
Krutzke of Colorado College
who spent the past year examining freshmen English programs on leading
campuses
throughout the country. It was
the result of a study financed
through a grant from the Danforth Foundation.

The recent announcement by the Director ol Student
Affairs that the parking fee would be raised to $5 a semester beginning in January brought screams of anguish
from many students, particularly the commuters.
Many students expressed the feeling that the new fee
is higher than necessary to maintain the parking lots and
the College security system in general. I hesitated to make
a judgement in this matter until I had a chance to meet
with Mr. Newton and discuss in detail the reasons for the
increase. I met with Mr. Newton on Monday night and he
In a report delivered to the explained fully all the factors that were studied before the
annual faculty fall conference, decision to increase the fee was made.

Of course the reason f o r such a setting was obvious
to any consciencious student who attended classes last
week, for Nov. 5 marked the final day of quarterly
examinations. Though only a four day week, lights could
be seen burning all over the campus into the wee hours
of the morning and, as the pressure began to mount,
more and more students wondered when it would end. Professor Krutzke pointed to
Finally the week did end and so did another quarter. the "dangers of excellence." He
said, "students seem to think
Yet, as in the past, it did not end without a serious ef- they are overworked — especifect on the minds of the students. Once again PC men ally at the best colleges. I am
beginning to agree with the
were subject to three exams on one day, and once again students. Some of the course
teachers failed to live up to their promises.
assignments seem too hard. The
Despite a master schedule assigning different teachers different days on which to give exams, many professors again failed to follow this plan. The result was
that students in certain concentrations were faced with
the almost impossible task of having to take quarterlies
on Thursday followed by another three on Friday —
many of these exams being the only mark of the quarter.

professors want a lot these
days and they want it done
thoroughly."

Professor Krutzke felt that if
courses are to be required
during the freshman year, they
must be especially imaginative
and well planned. "I did not
find this was the case," he
said. "Many of the required
freshman courses were dull.
One of the problems is lack of
knowledge by college teachers
about what the students have
been exposed to in high school.
There is no easy solution, but
mos^ of the colleges are working on the problem."

W e maintain that it is impossible f o r students to
work up to their true capacity under such adverse situations. No one can study until three o'clock Wednesday
night and then be expected to do it again on Thursday
for his final three exams on Friday. Even if he is able
to perform the feat, how much of this knowledge will
he be able to retain two hours after the examination?
Such situations certainly do not provide a healthy atmosphere in which to study and even may develop a
The purpose of
Professor
mental bloc in the conscientious student who wants to
Krutzke's year-long study was
study but is pressured by time and grades.
to analyze the teaching of colThough we are not against quarterly exams as such,
we are against the lackadaisical attitude many teachers
have taken toward their students and we urge the administration to see if a more binding program concerning quarterly exams might not be introduced.

Knights of Columbus
Within the past couple of weeks, the Knighits of Columbus has been organizing a Council here at the College. It's high time this was done, since Providence is,
or was, one of the very few Catholic colleges that did not
have a Council on campus. By its very nature, the
Knights of Columbus embodies all those traits that
should, ideally, exist in a Providence College Gentleman.
In a word, the Knights are a benevolent fraternal society
existing primarily for the benefit of its members.
The underclassmen who join now will gain untold
experience and a great appreciation and understanding
of the organization and function of the Knights which
would greatly aid them when they transfer to their local
home council.
Lest one get the idea that joining the Knights
means going to another meeting every other week or so,
we should like to point out that The Knights engages in
charitable works. The Knights is an order and an organization f o r those men who recognize the need f o r a
Catholic action in this world. The Knights need men to
work. We, on the Cowl, support this organization and,
indeed, we urge all the men of the College to join — if
they consider themselves as men enough to take the
responsibility.

Rest in Peace
About a week ago, Mr. Raymond Penza, of the
Mathematics Department, passed away, and with him
passed an all too short era here at the College. Those of
us who had Mr. Penza in class at one time or another
were greatly saddened when he passed on. Not only was
he a great teacher, but he was also a good friend. Indeed, the college will be hard pressed to find a man of
his learning and calibre to replace him. In spite of our
sorrow, we must rejoice that he has been called from this
valley of tears to his final reward.

lege
freshman
English.
He
found exposition was the most
common approach, but that
there appears to be a shift to
the rhetoric and humanities
approaches. He found that the
newer
colleges
are
using
rhetoric. There is a strong indication that other
colleges
are also interested, he reported.
The humanities approach is
the most difficult to get started, he said, since it involves
several disciplines. "There is
a good chance that it will become
popular,"
he
added,
"since five or six of the colleges I visited now have it
under consideration. It is the
approach
used
at
Colorado
College in recent years."
Among the colleges visited
were Carleton, Claremont (also
Pomona and Scripps on the
same campus), Florida Presbyterian,
Grinnell,
Haverford,
New College, Oberlin, Occidental,
Persons,
Reed,
St.
John's, Swarthmore, and Wesleyan. He also visited the Universities of Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Washington.
"Despite the goal of small
classes, I found that Freshman
English classes still are larger
than they should be, averaging
25 per cent with some as large
as 35%
He said that at the liberal
arts colleges visited, freshman
English is being taught by all
members of the department,
not just the junior men. "On
the whole, teaching in these
schools is good, although he
did find an air of smugness on
some campuses.
Most
professors
disagreed
with
student's
claims
that
they are so overloaded, Professor Krutzke reported. The
question is now: Who is right?

The first consideration in this matter was the fact that
the present fee of $1 per year does not cover the costs
incurred in maintaining the parking lots and paying the
Pinkertons who patrol the grounds. Secondly, the new $5
fee was not arrived at arbitrarily. Mr. Newton said that
the amount of revenue received would be quite close to
the figure necessary to maintain the security systeip and
the parking lots.
A third consideration is a most important one. At the
present time it is necessary to divert College funds from
other areas to meet the costs of parking lot maintenance
and security. As of January it is anticipated that the increase in revenue from parking fees will eliminate this
practice. Therefore, a fairly large amount of money will
be freed and put to work in other important areas.
Finally it must be realized that while the parking fee
has remained static over the last few years, the parking
and security needs of the College have grown considerably and, consequently, so have the costs of operating
such a system. An increase in the parking fee is necessary in order to meet the needs of the College.
MATTHEW J. BLENDER

Fact or Fiction
Hoping not to bring down charges of self-righteouson our heads, we think it is about time we have a review
of the P.C. Gentleman. As of last Saturday night he has
managed to make the Providence College student body
'personna non g r a t s ' t o two social centers in Rhode
Island. At this rate, in a short time, all our social functions will be out of state. It seems to be that the P.C.
Gentleman has come to define a good time as a "horror
show." WE, of course, speak not of the entire student
body, but a representative few. It is a sorry thing that
we cannot have a good time without being destructive—
but that's the way it is.
Obviously, something must be done. But what? Exhortations f o r self-control have gone f o r naught. It
seems that we must go outside the individual for a guiding f o r c e ; and this is what we suggest. We call upon the
Student Congress, as the representative of the student
body, to provide this force. They should set up a committee to study this malignant problem. Perhaps compiling a list of undesirables and barring them from social
functions would be the solution.
Only after this cancer is removed f r o m our midst
can the fictional P.C. Gentleman become fact.
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is Initiated
Friar's Formal Will be Held First M e e t i n g W a s KO noftheC PC
Campus;
Held by Dillon Club Outlines Purposes
At Kirkbrae Country Club
Plans have been announced
for the 35th annual
Friar's
Formal to be held December 3,
at the Kirkbrae Country Club
in Lincoln, R. L T h e Formal
will be non-floral with dancing
from 9-1 a.m. to the music of
the Ed Drew Orchestra A cocktail party, closed to Senior Friars, will precede the f o r m a l
The favor, an e b o n y c o l o r e d

1. Hey, you coming to the
hootrnanny?
I'm not feeling very
folksy tonight

charm, will be provided by
Diegers' it Clust of Providence.
Featured among the highlights
of the evening will be the
crowning of the formal's queen
followed by a midnight buffet.
Bids are S5.00 and are available to the student body in
limited quantity.
Co-chairmen
f o r the Formal are
Arthur
Brewer and Ronan Campion.

The Dillon Club held its first
general meeting Tuesday, October 26. Bill Struck, the presi
dent of the club, stated that
he was pleased and gratified
by the response.
T w o important items were
disclosed at the meeting. The
first was that the club is starting a tutorial program and the
second was that a Thanksgiving
dance will be held by the club.
The
tutorial
program
has
been started in response to a
grave need f o r such assistance
by
children
from
depressed
areas. The program will encompass grades f o u r through
six and is held in conjunction
with
the
Providence
School
Department The tutor will be
asked to assist two students f o r
one hour a week. He will be
given f r e e d o m to decide at
what rate his pupils will progress and serve as a guide f o r
them. One hundred and twentyfive members of the club are
needed. Those interested may
register in the o f f i c e of the
Dean of Student Affairs.

2. You got those low-down,
feelin' poorly, out-ofsorts bluest1

The Thanksgiving dance will
be held on N o v e m b e r 24 at
Johnson's
Hummocks
Restaurant on Aliens A v e n u e in Provi-

I wouldn't get ao
poetic about it.

dence. The dance will be open
only to Dillon Club members
and will be semi-formal. The
number of tickets made available will be limited so it was
suggested that purchases be
made as soon as possible.

At the meeting, plans f o r a
Christmas dance and a possible
ski trip were disclosed.
Also
the membership figures of the
club were announced. In the
club there are sixty-six members of the senior class, eightyT h e meeting opened with the
two f r o m the junior class, one
hundred and forty-one sopho- election of John McBride as
mores, and one hundred and temporary
chairman
of
the
eighteen freshmen. T h e total
campus chapter.
Among the
membership is f o u r hundred.
other administrative posts electDaniel McKinnon, one of the ed were Frank Sullivan as temfounders of the Dillon Club porary secretary and George
who handles the relations of Sylvester as recording secrethe club with the Student Contary.
gress, spoke to the members.
He saw as the main purpose
Mr. William Harrington, a
of the club the strengthening
m e m b e r of the Supreme Counof the day students' position in
campus lite; while also serving cil of Knights, discussed adminto
the function of bringing the com istrative details essential
muters up to a level of equal founding a chapter on campus.
participation in College affairs. These included the initiation
He f e l t the organization has
fee, annual dues, insurance, and
found its place on the campus
various benefits derived f r o m
and that it is here to stay.
membership in the fellowship.

VINCENT'S PRESCRIPTION P H A R M A C Y
" T H E BEST IN DRUGS"
VINCENT N. C I A V A T T A , Reg. Pharmacist
364 Admiral Street

8. Why not sing out your woes?
Let the world hear your
trouble*.

GA 1-6003

4. Music of the people can
provide a catharsis.
I don't need one.

If there are any individuals
interested in membership in
the campus chapter, they can
refer to either Rev. Walter
Heath, O.P., o r any of the officers.

VIA

I doubt if the winds will
tell me where I can get a
challenging job with good
pay ana plenty of
opportunity to move up.

8. Oh, if that's what you're
concerned about, why not
get in touch with Equitabta
They're looking for college
men who have demonstrated a
potential for above-average
achievement I'm sure you'd
be happy in one of the special
development programs hecausa
the work is fascinating, the
salary excellent, and the
opportunities unlimited.
Say, how about a medley of
John Henrv, Rock Island
Line and Michael, Row the
Boat Ashore.

Far career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
• tile to Patrick Scoilard, Manpower Development Division.
T h e E q u i t a b l e Life A s s u r a n c e S o c i e t y o f t h e U n i t e d States
S5 A**, ol the Aroenras. New York. N T 10019

A » Eqml Oppor+mtty

The second speaker of the
evening
was
Probate
Court
Judge Edward V. Healy. Judge
Healy is a graduate of Providence College in tbe class of
1942. He addressed the topic
of the role of the Knights of
Columbus in the community,
voicing dismay at the stigmatizing of the entire community
by an isolated minority. He
concluded that it is the o f f i c e
of the Knights to provide exemplary initiative, to become
involved in some facet of community activity and to leave a
wholesome mark upon it.
Father Walter Heath, O.P.,
moderator f o r the chapter, offered some comments on the potential of an organization of
this kind on campus. He resounded the full meaning of
the Knights of Columbus as an
organ of the lay apostolate. He
viewed it as a whole-making
body, developing in outward
manners our care f o r our fellow man and as a tool f o r understanding ourselves. At best,
the organization can lead to an
awareness of a need of ourselves in others, and thereby
to a demand in ourselves of
God.

Look, singing hai nothing
to do with it. I've been
thinking about the kind of
work I want to do when
I graduate.

I Shout your story to the hills,
the sands, the far-away seas.
And listen for an answer from
the winds.

Following the example
of
other
Catholic
institutions.
Providence College has organized a Knights of Columbus
fellowship
on
campus.
On
Thursday, Nov. 4, it convened
to determine its administrative
mechanism and to set forth certain principles in an informative
fashion upon which it
hopes to crystalize its purposes.

CE^uitahl. U & I

S c o o t right d o w n t o H o s p i t a l T r u s t
A n d open your CheckMaster

Account!

RHODE ISLAND
HOSPITAL TRUST COMPANY
434 SMITH STREET,

PROVIDENCE

Employe

THE FINEST IN
MEN'S FORMAL WEAR . .

After Six
WALDORF
TUXEDO
COMPANY
The P. C. man

NEAR CAMPUS

looks best in his P. C. blazer
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Vance Packard Is

On

Second Speaker
On SC Calender
On Tuesday evening, Novem
ber 16, the Student Congress
will present Vance Packard, the
second speaker in this year's
Distinguished Lecture Series.
Mr. Packard, one of the most
perceptive social critics of our
time, is the author of many
phenomenal
best-sellers
that
continue to provoke discussions
in millions of homes and class
rooms, both here and abroad.
Internationally recognized for
his incisive, meticulously researched investigations of trends
in modern society that endan
ger individual liberty, Vance
Packard's name has literally become a household word. The
titles of his books have a way
of catching on and becoming
part of the language even where
English isn't spoken. This is
because he is able, in an un
forgettable phrase, to pinpoint
an aspect of modern life that
everyone instantly recognizes.
That sense of recognition is frequently sudden and astounding,
because as a documenter of our
way of life Vance Packard is by
now without peer. He is always investigating tomorrow today.
Vance Packard is a native of
Pennsylvania, with a master's
degree from Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism.
Vance Packard spent
five years as a newspaperman in
Boston and New York before
becoming preoccupied with social sciences.
Packard has many of his early
articles appear in
Collier's,
where he had a staff connection.
His articles have since appeared
in practically all the leading
periodicals, including The Atlantic Monthly, Reader's Digest,
Look, Ladies' Home Journal,
The Saturday Evening Post,
Harper's and The New York
Times Magazine.
He is the author of The Hidden Persuaders, which appeared
and quickly climbed to the No.
1 spot on the nation's best-seller lists in 1957. This book was
followed, in 1959, by The Status
Seekers, which analyzed class
stratification in the U n i t e d
States, and, in 1960, by The
Waste Makers, which sounded a
sharp warning on planned obsolescence and the waste-encouraging commercialism of American life.
Both books became
No. 1 on best-seller lists, and
Vance Packard became the only
author in recent years to have
three books in a row reach the
top rung in the non-fiction field.
Bestselling works continued to
follow with The Pyramid Climbers in 1962, and in 1964, The
Naked Society.
A resident of Fairfield County, Connecticut, Packard, his
wife and their three children
spend their summers in an ancient, rambling house along an
isolated stretch of the seashore
of Martha's Vineyard. There he
has time to think ahead and
plan the volumes that continue
to come from America's most
valuable social critic.
Following Vance Packard in

The
Aisle
Last Friday and Saturday evening Brown University's Production Workshop, a drama
group sponsored completely by
student
donations,
presented
two
one-act
plays,
Eugene
O'Neill's Before Breakfast and
Harold Pinter's A Slight Ache.

The first work on the program was the Concerto in C
Major for Cello by Joseph
Haydn. This was a real treat
in that this piece was discovered in Prague, Czechoslovakia,
in 1961; and this was its first
performance in Rhode Island.
This work is in the classical concerto tradition and has cadenzas that were written in the
manuscript copy. This was conducted by Maestro Leinsdorf
from the harpsichord. Jules Eskin, principal cellist of the orchestra, was the soloist. Beauty and clarity of tone along
with refined technical proficiency
were
the
distinguishing
marks of Mr. Eskin's performance, and the orchestra rendered a perfect accompaniment.

O'Neill's play was terrifying!
It is a twenty minute monologue of a tired and bitter wife
condemning her husband for his
foul, drunken ways.
She is
making breakfast before she
goes off to work at a dress factory while her unemployed husband (who never appears on
stage) stays home and sleeps off
the drunk of the previous night.
In a brief twenty minutes the
wife, played by Miss Donna
Adoch, a Pembroke sophomore,
The performance of the Singives a history of their fated
fonia Concertante for violin and
marriage which was wrecked viola, in E-flat, K. 364, by Mofrom the start and ends when zart, was further proof of the
the husband commits suicide by master musicianship with which
cutting his throat while shav- this orchestra is endowed. Joing. The suicide is reported to seph Silverstein, concertmaster,
the audience by means of sev- and Burton Fine, principal vioeral long, terrifying screams list, were the soloists in this
from the wife as she looks into number.
The style was irrethe bedroom at her dying hus- proachable, and the soloists
band.
played with consummate artisMiss Adcock's
presentation try> Especially striking was the
was more than adequate and technical brilliance of the careally showed the destitute por- denzas.
tion of the type woman that apThe finale of the concert was
peared in several of O'Neill's a performance of the Concerto
short plays.
for Orchestra by Bela Bartok;
Pinter's play was a mystery! and this performance was eloA quality that seems to per- quent, to say the least. This
meate all of Pinter's works. work is a display piece for conAnd I am sure he would not ductor, soloists and ensemble;
have it otherwise, since most and they more than measured
of his plays are about man's up to all the demands of the
score. Before I lapse into reinability to communicate.
dundant superlatives, I will
The story involves a middleconclude by saying — BRAVO!
class husband and wife who
This was, I hope, a prophetic
find an old match seller standopening to one of the finest
ing outside their gate. The husconcert series being presented
band becomes disturbed by this
in Providence.
man and is determined to find
out all he can about him. After
The only discordant feature
calling the match seller into his of the evening was the austudy for questioning he finds dience: the late-arrivals were in
that the match seller is he and disturbing abundance.
he is the match seller.
The play ends when the wife
hands the match seller's tray to
her former husband who is the
match seller and kisses the former match seller, who is the
husband.
You should see it,
it's great
*

•

Two professors of the Providence College history department debated on the issue of
U. S. policy in Vietnam last
Thursday before an audience
of 320 in Harkins Hall auditorium.
Mr. Richard M. Deasy spoke
in favor of the U.S. policies
and Mr. Richard T. Early
against.
The event was sponsored by
the newly-organized
Political
Union. Jeremy Lord, president,
introduced Mr. Mario R. DiNunzio, club moderator, who
directed the debate.
Mr. Early claimed a need for
"critical analysis of the Johnson administration." He asked,
"Should we as a nation be involved every time there is a
Marxist revolution?"
"Although it is not enviable
or desirable, it is a necessary
commitment," Mr. Deasy said
of the U. S. position in Vietnam.
"I don't advocate pulling out
of Vietnam," Mr. Early said,
"but we should work more vigorously for a negotiated settlement."

Members Inducted
Into College C O H C
The Cadet Officers Honor
Club of Providence College has
announced the induction of new
senior members for the coming
year. These cadets, besides exhibiting outstanding scholastic
and military knowledge, have
also passed the high standards
of the COHC membership board.
Members recently elected include: Robert Antoniac, Frank
Capecci, Mike Carpenter, Richard Cohan, David Devenish, A1
Ferri, Pete McGuirl, Robert
Patalano, David Roberts, Jeremy
Lord, Raymond Theriault, and
John Thompson.
Upcoming COHC activities include the military speakers'
program, the military ball, the
Christmas Gift drive for the
Patrick
O'Rourke
Children's
Center, and summer orientation
for junior cadets.

Campus Barber Shop
3 BARBERS

•

The Boston Symphony Orchestra presented the first concert
of its 1965-1966 Providence series on Thursday evening, November 4, at 8:30 p.m., at Veterans' Memorial Auditorium. A
most interesting program was
masterfully conducted by Erich
Leinsdorf, music director.
the Lecture Series will be Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., on Feb. 6;
Gen. Maxwell Taylor, on March
28; John Ciardi, on April 19,
and possibly Sen. Edward Kennedy.

HASKIN'S REXALL PHARMACY
859 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
"YOUR PRESCRIPTION CENTER"
TWO REGISTERED PHARMACISTS ON DUTY
— WE DELIVER —

MAnning 1-3668

1

Political Union
Holds Debate

OPEN SUNDAYS

"We Have the Scissors with the College Education"
8 to 5 M O N D A Y thru FRIDAY
CLOSED SATURDAY ALL D A Y
Andy Corsinl, Prop.

THE COWL
Needs One Individual To Fill
The Position Of Office ManagerLibrarian.
If You Are InterestedApply At The
C O W L Office
McDermott Hall, Room 18

Asked by a member of the
audience to justify U. S. bombings in North Vietnam of civilian targets, Mr. Deasy said,
"There is no justification. How!
ever, this is not U. S policy;
it's just an unfortunate part of
war."
In concluding Mr. Deasy expressed hope that a "show of
power" will convince the enemy. Otherwise, we have "only
prayer, and I heartily recommend that."
Mr. Early pointed out that
most young American soldiers
in Vietnam are boys "who are
not rich enough or intelligent
enough to attend college." We
have a serious problem that deserves widespread discussion, he
said.
The Political Union has as its
purpose the promotion of 'active political thought," Lord
said following the debate. More
such programs by the Union
were promised.

Bookstore Notice
Bookstore officials have announced that all unsold textbooks will be returned to the
publishers on November 12.
Postage will be charged on
any book which must be reordered after returns have been
made.

PRIEST
BE
A
MODERN

%
;
V i

^ M A N ?

• The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people—the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited ia
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
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Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:
The announcement that Very
leverend Father William Paul
3aas shall celebrate an outdoor
Kass for Peace at the Shrine of
>jr Lady of La Salette in AtJ boro, Mass., on November 11,
it 3 P.M., is positive proof of
Providence College's
commitr«nt to the universal cause of
puce. Consensus can hardly be
found these days in most academic communities on a plethora
t) policies, domestic or foreign,
tampers fly at the drop of a hat
then personal convictions are
challenged. The art o f comproI'se is frowned upon as a form
tf betrayal in the face of dan(rr.
Americans have never
wen known to compromise anyting, let alone convictions, on
qi est ions of national interest.
1 suppose, this is as it should
*7
C
e
i!
i

war fever ran rampant through
the land as a result of the Mexican War. was invited in 1845
to make the Independence Day
speech in Boston
As his topic,
Sumner chose, "The True Grandeur of Nations," in which he
posed the rhetorical question:
"Can there be in our age any
peace that is not honorable, any
war that is not dishonorable?"
Needless to say, the general response to Mr. Sumner's oratory
was not a consensus of favorable plaudits. On the contrary,
his commitment to an unpopular cause, at the time, did not
win him too many friends. But,
his choice of causes did influence the peace crusaders to endorse him as a worthy candidate
for the Senate of the United
States.
Further, it seems to
have influenced the voters of
Massachusetts of 1851 into electing him as one of their men in
\ great American statesman, the Congress.
arles Sumner, prior to his
Charles Sumner etched his
ction as U. S. Senator from
: Commonwealth of Massa- own profile in courage for history,
when he concluded his
jsetts, and at a time when
famous
Independence
Day
speech by affirming: "Not that
I love country less, but Humanity more, do I now and here
plead the cause of a higher and
truer patriotism. I cannot forget that we are men by a more
sacred bond than we are citizens—that we are children of a
common Father more than we
are Americans."

the peace-makers, for they shall
be called the children of God."
"Peace, I leave with you, my
peace I give unto you: not as
the world gives, do I give to
you." "Peace be to you!
As
the Father has sent me, I also
send you."
Sincerely,
Richard Rivard '66

Today, in another critical period of American History, citizens of this great republic are
being urged to commit themselves to the cause of national
interest. Depending upon which
interpretation of national interest is favored, whether of the
hawk-like variety or of the dovelike variety, debates, teach-ins,
and demonstrations seem to be
in order.
Pro's and
con's
abound. Lest we should be adjudged aloof or indifferent or
apathetic to the demands of
commitment, our President, Father Haas, is about to make a fit
response to the higher demands
of conscience which bind us all
and which Our Holy Father,
Pope Paul VI, recently appealed
to.
Father Haas, complying
freely and deliberately with the
request of His Holiness for fitting works of peace as the only
way to true peace throughout
the world, will dedicate himself
and this college to this lasting
and universal cause.

Sincerely,
Several Irate Commuters

When you can't
ifford to be dull,
: harpen your wits
with N O D O Z I M
H )00Z Keep Alert Tablets tight off
hazy, lazy feeling! of mental
. NOOOZ helps restore
r natural mental vitality...help*
( icken physical reactions. You bei me more naturally alert to people
I conditions around you. Yet
2 la aa aafe at coffee. Anytime
i you can't afford to be dull,
terpen your wit* with NODOZ.

SAFE AS

I

COFFEE

Praise be to you, and honor
to you, Very Reverend Father,
for your advocacy of mankind's
urgent appeal. St. Thomas reminds us that, " t o make peace,
either in oneself or among
others, shows one to be a follower of God, who is the God
of unity and peace." May the
Holy Sacrifice which you will
offer in behalf of world peace
on Veterans Day next, be truly
commemorative, not only of
those Providence College men
who have offered, are offering,
and shall offer, their lives as
sacrificial lambs for the cause
of peace, but particularly of
The Sacrificial Lamb who was
led away to the slaughter not
for the sake of national interest
but for the sake of our sinful
human interest. May we pray
"una voce" that your sacrifice
and ours be worthy and acceptable and unblemished to the
Lord Our God, Who sent down
to us His Only Begotten Son.
the Prince of Peace, to deliver
us from evil with the glad and
salutary tidings: "Blessed arc

To the Editor:
In the October 27 edition of
the Cowl, it was brought to our
attention that Mr. Newton, the
Director of Student Affairs, will
raise the parking fee from the
present $1.00 per year to $10.00
per year.
It was stated in the article
that, "Mr. Newton said that the
present $1 fee does not provide
enough income to pay for the
cost of the parking stickers, upkeep on the parking lots, and
the cost of hiring the Pinkerton's."
We contend that the
$10.00 per year fee, if it is enforced, should render significant
advances in the present parking situation.
On the whole the parking
situation
is acceptable,
and
therefore, we fail to appreciate
the $9.00 increase of the parking fee. If Mr. Newton could
explain in detail this increase,
the
commuters
could
more
readily accept it.

and neocolonialism exploitation,
the South Vietnamese now deserve a basic right—the right
to live.

You also mentioned the antisegregationists. (Intergration is
a better word.) Thanks to these
people, our jaded national conscience has been shaken to a
degree that we are now able to
accept the Southern Negro as a
human being.
But when will
we realize the South Vietnamese are also human? I hardly
believe that the starving Asian
appreciates
our
communism,
anti-communism
rhetoric.
I
hardly believe that the South
Vietnamese mother, with her
Dylan's humor is totally nechild burned by Napalm, will glected by the reviewer, probappreciate our attempts to "free ably because it was painfully
them."
absent in his recent concert.
The fact is, Dylan can be exGovernment officials may cry, tremely funny, as "I Shall Be
but the moral issues do not Free,"
"115th
Dream"
and
change.
Discuss them.
Don't "Motorpsycho Nitemare" testify.
give us melodramatic, juvenile
Undoubtedly, the major barjournalism.
rier to the recognition of these
Michael McCarthy '67 songs by Mr McDonald and
others, is Mr. Dylan's "less than
average singing ability." There
can be no doubt that his voice
To the Editor:
is neither pretty nor convenAn article which appeared in tional, but it is not without bathe last issue of the Cowl seems sis. Dylan has based his style
to me to be unfortunate and on the singing of Leadbelly,
abrupt in its judgment. I am Woodie Guthrie and Sonny Terreferring to Mr. McDonald's ar- ry, folk-singers of the Thirties
ticle on Bob Dylan who, al- and Fortys who possessed plain,
though extremely controversial, often ugly, but very moving
certainly deserves a more thor- and convincing styles of singough evaluation than the re- ing.
Another barrier to his
viewer seems to have afforded recognition is, especially recenthim. First of all, I think it is ly, his experimental songs, most
erroneous to judge a performer of which appear to be undiscipon the basis of one perform- lined collections of images.
ance. The performance which
But
regardless
of
recent
was reviewed was not, unfortunately, an outstanding one. trends, the fact remains that he
But Dylan has written a num- has written several excellent
ber of effective and often mov- and widely known songs, and he
ing songs, and he has performed has performed them convincingthem with a unique and justifi- ly. The recognition he has received from critics such as Bob
able style.
Shelton and Nat Hentoff and
Mr. McDonald groups the vast performers such as Pete Seeger
number of songs penned by Dy- and Joan Baez confirms I think
lan into a single, all-encompas- the view that Bob Dylan cannot
sing condemnation. He claims be so arbitrarily rejected on the
that Dylan's songs "are nothing grounds that his songs "are
more than a list of sterile tru nothing more than a list of
isms and foggy back alley imag- sterile truisms."

To the Editor:
Concerning your recent editorial on the Vietnam rally, I
have several comments to make.
First of all, the callous antihumanism which forms the basis for the "patriotism" you describe is not acceptable to all
PC students. It is unfortunate
that you espouse your cause un
der the facade of holiness and
goodness, because this seems to
imply that jingoism is the ideal
for the PC gentleman. Obviously, yours is only one viewpoint.
Not all PC students wish to es
overlook the moral issues involved in Vietnam.
Your assumption seems to be
that the "so called pacifists"
are unpatriotic.
Quite to the
contrary, they are not. They are
concerned about our government
—a government which is consistently showing it has great
concern for ideologies and political struggles, but little concern for human life. They fear
our government has turned into
a militaristic indigenous to all
men. They see something immoral in destroying South Vietnam under the pretense of saving i t They disagree with both
the methodology of our anticommunist policy and the unconvincing attempts of the war
department to distinguish between the good guys and bad
guys in Vietnam
They believe
that human life is not expendable; that the South Vietnamese should not be fondled like
toys, in our power play in
Southeast Asia.
They believe
there has not been proper debate on the war.
You have mentioned freedom
for Vietnam. Yet, we must not i
forget that we were the ones j
who did not allow elections
there in 1956: that we were the;
ones who paid for 80% of the
French Indo-Chlna War. A f t e r :
so many years of colonialism

world." Now really. Bob Dylan has written a number of
songs that perhaps fit this description, but he has written
many others that cannot possibly be criticized from this
point of view. None of his love
songs, such as "Boots of Spanish
Leather,"
"Don't
Think
Twice," and "It Ain't Me Babe,"
can be called lists of sterile
truisms.
Nor do his topical
songs, among them "Only a
Pawn in Their Game." "With
God on Our Side" and "Oxford
Town." fit the classification.
All these are effective, powerful songs.
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History Majors Hear Dr. Thomson

W D O M
Schedule
W H O M Schedules
tary,
"View
From
Floor."

ji N e w
Commenthe
Thirty-Third

Wednesday Through Tuesday
2 to 4:30—Parade of
4:30 to 6:30—Designs

Music
for Dining

Wednesday
6:30
7 to
8 to
8:30
9:30

to 7—Georgetown
Forum.
8—Carousel
8:30—Jazz from Canada
t o 9 : 3 0 — C o n t r a s t s in J a z z
to 1 1 — A f t e r Hours.

Thursday
6:30 to 6:45—Dutch Light Music
6:45 to 7—Guest Star P r o g r a m
7 to 8—Carousel
8 t o 9 — S y m p h o n y Halt
9 t o 10—-Campus F o l k F e s t i v a l
10 to 11—Arter Hours

Dr. Paul Van K. Thomson,
vice-president f o r academic affairs, lectured on "Literature
and the Historical M o m e n t " at
a meeting of the Johannine Society held in Aquinas Lounge
on Wednesday, N o v e m b e r 3, at
8 p.m. Dr. Thomson showed
how literature is a cultural
phenomenon
that
illuminates
and reflects the society in which
it develops. " T h e dominant note
of an era sounds throughout its

literature, and it is not only
reflected but intensely f e l t , " Dr.
Thomson said. The immediate
significance of a literary work
such as one of the social novels
of Dickens was an example
given, and Chaucer and Disraeli
were o f f e r e d as examples of
men who were important figures
in English history and literature. Similarities between the
work of the historian and that
of the literary scholar were given as evidence of the need f o r

i n t e r-disciplinary communication between the two fields.
The lecture was preceeded
by a business meeting of the
society during which tentative
lectures by members of the history department of Yale, Brown,
and Harvard were announced.
The purchase of 300 volumes
including
scarce
primary
sources, was accomplished last
year through the Father Reilly
Fund and the e f f o r t s of Mr.
Conley.
The purpose of the

Father Reilly Fund is to build
up the American History section of the library A graduate
school seminar will be held on
Thursday, N o v e m b e r 18, at 7:30
p.m. in the Guild R o o m of
Alumni Hall.
O f f i c e r s of the Johannine Society f o r this academic year are
Bryan Hughes '66, president;
James Sweetland '66, vice-president; Alan Keaney '67, treasurer; William McCue '68, secretary.

Friday
6:30 to 7—France Applauds
7 to 8—Carousel
8 t o 9 : 3 0 — C o n t r a s t s in J a z z
9:30 to 11—After Hours

new*®4

Monday
6:30 to 7 — D u t c h Folklore Revisited
7 to 8 — C a r o u s e l
8 t o 9 : 3 0 — C o n t r a s t s in J a z z
9 : 3 0 to 1 1 — A f t e r Hours

est

Tuesday
6 :30 t o 7 — S U v e r P l a t t e r S e r v i c e
7 to 8—Carousel
8 to 9 — S y m p h o n y Hall
9 to 10—Campus Folk Festival
10 t o 1 1 — A f t e r H o u r .

" V i e w f r o m The Thirty-Third
F l o o r " is an exclusive service t o
c o l l e g e radio stations f r o m the
T i m e L i f e Corp. The program
features commentaries on unusual happenings of note in the
world. It is a f o u r minute c o m mentary broadcast at 3, 7, and
9:30 P.M. every Monday, W e d nesday, and Friday.
W D 0 M wishes to i n f o r m ail
campus organizations that it
will
announce
all
scheduled
meetings and events both onand
off-campus.
Information
may be obtained f r o m A1 Perasso in r o o m 304, Raymond Hall.

Sophomore Class . . .
(Continued f r o m Page 1)
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John
Minicucci,
Congress
Athletic
Council
Representative, announced that there will
be a student cheering section
f o r the first three basketball
games on a trial basis. Mr.
Minicucci
said
that
Father
Begley has requested that two
Congressmen
attend
these
games in an official capacity to
supervise the conduct of the
students.
Richard
Cesario
pointed out the problem of admitting only P.C. students to
the cheering section.
Daniel McKinnon, Chairman
of the Blotter Committee, reported that the committee was
able to obtain four ads f o r the
school blotter. It was decided
that
the
blotter
would
be
dropped since four ads would
not cover its cost. Mr. McKinnon replied to David
Ward
that local businesses did not
want
ads.
He
refused
to
answer any more questions on
his committee report.

Go ahead. Be rebellious. Demand more "big"
In your big car. And get it at a price that
won't take a big bite out of your budget.
By Dodge, you've got it. Polara! More
"big." More "hot." More of everything others
have not.
Ever see the likes of it? Neither has your
next door neighbor or the doorman at the
club or the parking attendant who can easily
pick Polara from a lot full of "me, too" cars.
OODOE DIVISION ^

^

CHRYSLER

MOTORS CORPORATION

Polara's different, all right. Looks, drives,
performs like the elegant piece of machinery
it is. Covered by a 5-year/50,000-mile warranty.* Complete with all these items that
used to cost extra: Outside mirror. Padded
dash. Variable-speed electric windshield
wipers and washers. Backup lights. Turn
signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.

Enlist

n

°w in the Dodge Rebellion.

Insist on Polara at your Dodge Dealer's. A
beautiful new way to break old buying habits.

BB Dodge

Polara

•HERE'S HOW DODGE'S 5 - Y E A R , 50,000-MILE ENGINE A N D DRIVE T R A I N W A R R A N T Y PROTECTS Y O U : Chrysler
Corporation confidently warrants all ot the following vital parts of its 1966 cars for 5 years or 50,000 miles, whichever comes
first during which time any such parts that prove defective in material and workmanship will be replaced or repaired at a
Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer's place of business without charge for such parts or labor: engine block,
head and internal parts, intake manifold, water pump, transmission case and internal parts (excepting manual clutch),
torque converter, drive shaft, universal joints, rear axle and differential, and rear wheel bearings.
REQUIRED M A I N T E N A N C E : The following maintenance services are required under the warranty-change engine oil
every 3 months or 4 000 miles, whichever comes first; replace oil filter every second oil change; clean carburetor air filler
every 6 months and replace it every 2 years; and every 6 months furnish evidence of this required service to a Chrysler
Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer and request him to certify receipt of such evidence and your car's mileage. Simple
enough for such Important protection.

Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
-WATCH "THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.-
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Student-Faculty Board
Discusses Questions

Do You Score As A Bore?

Almost everyone is boring
part of the time, yet few peoplereally know when they are borThe Student-Faculty Board of ing. what causes boredom among
Providence College is a commit- friends or how can we minimize
our tendency to be dull.
tee comprised of seven members
Here's a quiz to help you rate
of the student-body and four yourself, plus tips on how to
members of the faculty and ad- improve.
1. A r e Y O U bored? Bored
ministration, whose purpose it.
people are often boring. If
is to act as a channel between
you're bored, why not try to get
the students and the adminis- to the bottom of the problem
tration. The board is able to and d o something about it? Permake recommendations to the haps you're bored because you
Vice-President for Academic Affair* or the Committee on Studies, with regards to decisions
vith which they have arrived.
• The four faculty and administrative members are the Rev
Joteph L. Lennon, O.P., the
Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P.,
hr. Rodney Delasanta and Dr.
Theodore Galkowski. Fr. Lenlon is the head of the board
; ad chose the faculty members
The seven students on the
mmittee are John Nissen
mothy Welch '66, John Kirk
6, Michael Sheehan '67, Greg-y Walsh '67, Theodore Lawlar
8, and Wallace Williams '68
|_M- students were chosen by
Nissen, as President of
It •
Student
Congress.
AIough there are no specific reliremcnts, Nissen felt that
i lese young men had close cont ict with the student-body; were
very able to grasp and express
tie academic problems of the
rudents and were, in their own
r ght, good students. The selec
tons were not made on a basis
Of diverse representation but
v ere an attempt at gaining able
leadership for the student-body.

Of Academics

Students are asked and en
o u r a g e d to bring any academic
[ -oblems to the attention o f the
t >ard's members; this can be
drne in three ways: 1) by di
r-ctly contacting the Office of
Lie Dean of Studies, 2) speak
i ig to one of the representa
jtves, or 3) by depositing a note
11 the suggestion box, which
ill be located on the second
•or of Harkins Hall in the near
I iture.

Few of us are such great orators
that we can hold an audience
spellbound
for
long
True,
everybody likes to talk about
himself, but if your conversa
tion is mainly about "Me, Mv
self and L" don't be too surprised if you start to detect telltale signs of boredom in your
listener.
How can you avoid these conversational calamities? Remember that the listeners time is
just as important as your own,
whether he has a lot 'of it, or

can involve him in the corner
sation.
3. Do you seem to have a
knack for turning conversations
into arguments? If you're the
aggressive, self-asserting type,
you may have to hold back a bit.
Respect
the
other
fellow's
opinions, even if you don't happen to agree with them. After
he's stated his case, you can
politely offer your own views.
4. Do you jump at the
chance to "move in o n " people?
While your friends or relatives

only a little. Getting your listener involved is an excellent way
to hold his attention.
For
example, you might start off a
conversation
by
asking
his
opinion of something — a movie
he may have seen recently, or a
book he's read. But avoid using
this trick as a platform from
which to launch into your own
diatribe on "what the whole
thing is all about." By showing
a genuine interest in what your
2. Do you find yourself friend has to say — even when
"talking at" people more often he talks about "imself — you

haven't tried your hand at anything new for too long. Nobody
enjoys having a drudge around.
Think back to the last time
you tackled a new hobby, read
a good book o r went on a
journey. A short trip — even an
overnight jaunt — with a stay
in a hotel or motel, can help
open your eyes to the interesting things around you, give you
something new to talk about
when you return home.

The board has been in exist
. ice for approximately
five
; j Mr*, yet It was not widely pubI :lied.
John Nissen's aim is
I. bring it to the students' at
t ntion by potting an outline of
tie topics to be considered pre
\ out to the meeting, which are
bold every two weeks, on the than conversing with them?
tudent Congress and the Dean
«( Studies' bulletin boards. The
lime procedure of posting will
to used after each meeting,
then publicizing any decisions.
An
organizational
meeting
The board has been lnstru for the purpose of forming a
nental in such academic innova new Hillel chapter will be held
tons as the institution of the at Rhode Island College on
tew grading system; the revi- Sunday, November 14, at 7 p.m
t o n of the cut system, and the The meeting will be held in
beginnings of a guidance pro- the Craig-Lee Lounge.
The Hillel organization is a
fram. The last two meetings
group
lave dealt with the clarification Jewish student youth
ef official and unlimited cuts, sponsored by the B'nai B'rith
Hillel
Foundation
has
t i e student's right to an explan The
Ition of all grades; the require- chapters at more than 200 colleges
and
universities
in
the
ments for practice teaching; the
Completion of courses as pre United States
Jewish students at PC are
•rribed by the catalogue; and an
the new
hquiry into the credit system welcome to join
•f Math 123-124.
chapter

Hillel Chapter To
Initiate at R. I. C.

1 thanks!"
to say, u
" S« o. Ilong and
6. Do you have a line a mile
long? Some people have a tendency to stretch their "story"
a little in an attempt to make
themselves seem and feel more
important Others lay the flattrery on thick, thinking it will
make people like them better.
But if your friends finally catch
on, you ay end up as the guy
or gal who isn't invited a second
time Be yourself; your friends
should accept you for what you
are — that is. of course, unless

may seem eager to have you
sleep in their house, d o your
laundry and feed you when you
visit them on vacation — the
odds are you'll be more welcome if you stay in a near-by
hotel or motel. Cutting down
your "exposture time" on long
visits will spare them and your
frazzled nerves.
5. Do you tend to overstay
your welcome? Your hosts may
appreciate the fact that you're
enjoying yourself. But when
heads start to nod, it's high time

Dr. Richard Wolfgang,
Talks On 'Hot Atoms'
Dr. Richard Wolfgang of Yale
University lectured science stu
dents Monday night in A-100 as
part of the Honors Science program at PC. The topic of Doctor Wolfgang's discourse was
" h o t " atom reactions. The Yale
professor takes great interest
in this topic as attested by his
breakthroughs in scientific research and his scholarly publications on the s u b j e c t
In the lecture Dr. Wolfgang
tried to differentiate between
thermal and hot atom reactions
Hot atom reactions occur above

you score high as a bore!
7. Are you able to keep th«
friends you make? It's natural
that close friends should enjoy
seeing each other often, but it's
also a good policy to strive for
a happy medium. Dont negle'ct
friends, but keep in mind the
old saying, "familiarity breeds
contempt."
By following these simple
tips, you can help minimize
your tendency to be dull — and
raise your popularity quotient
at the same time.

the minimum or threshhold energies obtainable by thermal
methods Throughout the lecture
variations of the products of
methane and tritium ( a hydro
gen isotope) were used as examples to explain the central
point. Dr. Wolfgang implied
that the field of hot atom study
is just about to come out of
the purely theoretical stage and
into the practical level because
of the development of atom accelerators. He said that hot
atom reactions are "a new dimension of chemical kinetics."

Student Rates
Available From
Hilton Hotel Co.
The Hiton Hotel Corporation
has announced special courtesy
rates to full-time students and
faculty members.
Most of the Hilton Hotels
across the country are included
in the student-faculty
plan
Savings are reported to be 25%
compared to regualr guaranteed
rates
Additional information and a
courtesy card can be obtained
by tending your name and campus address to George K. Smith,
The Statler Hilton, Boston.
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Crossing College Thresholds
By Max Raines
(Reprinted from the JulyAugust, 1965, issue of "American Education," the magazine of the Office of Education of the U. S. Department
fare.)
At far too many large junior
college in the United States
this fall, students will be greeted
by a confusing mfaze of registration red tape, herded into classrooms, and then left more or
less to their own devices.

Junior college programs of
student personnel service have,
of course, many functions. But
these functions can be grouped,
with only slight overlappings,
into as few as seven categories:
1) appraisal—to collect information about the student, at least
enough to know something
about his strong and weak subjects and his aptitudes and interests; 2) consultation — to
talk with students about their
educational plans and to help
them choose their courses; 3).
orientation—to inform students
about their college and the occupations they can prepare for
there; 4) regulation — to set
standards of behavior and conduct; 5) participation—to encourage students to enter into
campus activities outside the
classroom; 6) service—to help
students help themeselves in
such matters as getting parttime jobs and finding financial
assistance; 7) organization—to
make a deliberate effort to tie
all student personnel services
together in such a way that they
reinforce one another.

large junior college which has
only two staff members with
professional training in counseling and student personnel work.
Both of these men are saddled
with a full-time load of teaching or administrative work.
The average junior college
student badly needs orientation
to the college's facilities as well
as a clear idea of the course
offered and their relation to
career opportunities. However,
in only a handful of the colleges would a student find an
effective orientation program.
In many cases we found no orientation program at all, and no
plans for such a program. Some
colleges listed courses such as
"psychology of study" or "vocational information" but did
not actually offer such courses.

This is a discouraging picture,
particularly in the face of the
reputation junior colleges have
enjoyed for paying more attention than other institutions of
higher learning to the "personalizing" of their instructional
program—that is, to the providing of what we have come to
Not one of the colleges apcall, all too glibly, "pupil perpraised had a fully adequate
sonnel services." From time to
program of occupational in fortime, inquiring minds have harmation. Such a program should
bored doubts that this good
provide continuously up-dated
reputation was really justified.
information about career opporBut so often has the illusion
tunities.
been affirmed by the junior colClearly defined standards of
lege administrators themselves
behavior
need to be made an
For
the
way
they
carry
out
and so eager have we been to
1
believe in it that doubts have the various functions of student integral part of the junior colfound little ground in which to personnel services, the 49 ran- lege student's personal growth.
domly selected colleges were Every college we surveyed emtake root
rated on a scale that placed 12 ployed some kind of social regNow, however, in a national of them in the satisfactory cate- ulations, but vagueness and failstudy we find evidence that all gory; the remaining colleges ure to communicate the regulais not so rosy as we had hoped. had programs that were less tions were particularly noted,
We found a particularly gloomy than satisfactory. These find- although commuter-type colpicture in the counseling and ings are even more disappoint- leges, and especially the eveguidance services, which are ing than they appear on the ning divisions had almost no
generally considered to be the surface. The rating of satisfac- controls other than regulations
backbone of student personnel tory very rarely meaiit excel- for classes and parking.
lent, and less than half of the
services.
The colleges having the weakcolleges were providing satisMy colleagues Donald P. Hoyt factory guidance and counseling est overall student personnel
programs were also among those
and J. W. McDaniel and I de- services.
having the loosest regulations.
veloped a special inventory and
The seven main functions in At one college, for example,
interview guide, conducted at
five-day training workshop for student personnel services have there were no printed policies
twelve professionally qualified both a long-range and immedi- and verbal rules were made by
interviewers, and then sent ate effect on the junior college the dean.
them out to visit each of 49 student. Every youngster who
Student participation in school
large junior colleges in seven appears at the admission office activities is widely recognized
regions of the country. The in- of a junior college is condi- as a vital part of a well-balanced
terviewers a r m e d themselves tioned and molded by all the junior college experience. All
with prior information about years that have gone before. A of the colleges visited are aware
each college, then spent a full careful appraisal by the college of this need, and student selfday talking with an average of of the applicant's records is government exists in some form
seven staff members at the col- necessary if he is to be helped on all the campuses. Usually
lege. On the basis of these inter- to make the best possible we found a student council leadviews a series of comprehensive choices of courses and future ing a limited program of recreanarrative reports was prepared occupation. In many colleges tional and entertainment activiall that is required of incoming ties.
and evaluated.
students is the filing of a high
There was little or no student
We found that a few of these school transcript as evidence of
colleges barely go out of their having met minimum grade re- involvement in the decisionway to satisfy the inquiries of quirements; there is no system making process of most colleges.
the prospective student. They or plan to appraise the trans- In too many cases the student
may go as far as to "sell" him cript, test results, or other stu- council or other student-body
a catalog and send him a form dent records. Most of the col- group was restricted and inefletter. But that is about the leges administer aptitude and fective. One interviewer visited
end of it And when registra- ability tests but do not make a college at which only 600 out
tion day comes, they take no the most effective use of tests of 4,000 students voted in fall
elections. "Students feel the adpains to extend him a welcom- results.
ministration is . . . afraid the
ing hand or show him perIndividual consultation can student council will make missonal attentions. All he is likely
to see of his college that first play a vital part on a student's takes," reports the interviewer.
day is the clerical efficiency progress. Yet some schools "These students would assume
some real responsibility if the
of a mass registration.
make little effort to have administration would let them,"
trained counselors available for he concludes.
If that first day is an indicapersonal interviews with the ention of the personal attention tering students. An interviewer
Assistance to students who
he will get outside the class- reports that at one college 95
need help in meeting tuition
room for the rest of the year, percent of the new students en- cost was a concern of all the
he may, unless he is exception- tering the registrar's office are colleges visited. A viewpoint
ally sturdy and resourceful, be taken care of by clerks. These was encountered at several colin for a lost and dismal time. students ask only factual ques- leges, however, that because
He is, after all, at a period of tions and seem satisfied with the college charged low tuition
this treatment The other five fees, or none at all, there was
his life when he needs to meas- percent are seen by the regis- no need to provide other finanure himself, to understand the trar, who will talk with them cial assistance.
sources of his strong points and about admissions problems. No
Our studies indicated, howthe causes of his weak ones, records are kept of these conand to get the most otyt of his tracts, and the opportunity for ever, that there is a real need
for many students to find parttalents—to say nothing of what counseling is completely missed. time employment in order to
he wants to get out of his first
Another interviewer reports pay living costs while going to
year at college.
on the limited opportunity at a junior college. Yet only a few

of the colleges had fully staffed
placement offices to help secure
part-time work for active students.
Little evidence was found of
adequate organization and coordination of personnel services. Unfortunately, most of
these services are deferrable
and get shunted aside by the
seemingly more immediate demands upon time and resources.
Not one of the colleges even
claimed to be doing an effective job of training its staff
members in the various aspects
of student personnel work.
Despite the overall gloomy
picture presented, the survey
also uncovered hopeful signs in
some phases of student counseling services. The picture may
not be as negative as it appears,
in the light of the great expansion of junior colleges since
World War n . The existence
of any program in a new junior
college may be a sign of movement in the right direction.
About one-third of the colleges surveyed require new students to complete an orientation
course taught by selected student personnel service and faculty members. In these courses
the student typically reads various publications describing occupations and is provided with
opportunities to study his own
background, abilities, and interests as related to career selection. Such courses include information about the school itself, the nature of the courses
offered, and help in program
planning.
About 40 percent of the colleges provide adequate counseling services. Several of these
colleges schedule a one-hour
counseling appointment for each
new student. During the interview the student's educational
and vocational plans are discussed in the light of his past
performance, test scores, and
expressed interests. He is then
programed and scheduled for
classes, and also makes out his
second term program under the
counselor's supervision.
At one college, fifty local
community organizations have
been enlisted to make contributions to loan, employment loan,
and scholarship programs. Both
the dean of men and dean of
women work in student employment, and the school district
makes work grants available for
on campus or district work.
Some colleges are giving considerable thought to the tying.

together and improving of stu-'
dent counseling services. Onfl
of the most favorable organize
tional programs was describe^
as follows:
"Meetings of counseling staff
were scheduled once a week.
Occasionally, a one-day 'retreat? I
for the counseling staff is held I
off-campus. Annual conference!]
are held with representative! I
from the four-year institution!
to which most students transfer.
Each department chairman is in*
vited to meet with counselor!
each year. And the collego I
sends its counselors to work*
shops held each summer at a
State college."
Despite these all too few
bright spots, the Nation facei
a difficult problem in the junior 1
college counseling field. Nearl'
half a million students attenc
ing junior colleges in the Unite
States are being deprived c
adequate guidance at a cruci.
period in their lives.
The problem is not insu
mountable, and various effor
are underway to correct th
situation. The Office of Educ.
tion of the Department c
Health, Education, and Welfar
estimates that approximatel
3,000 additional counselors ar
needed in junior colleges an
technical institutes to provid;
the desirable ratio of one cour
selor to every 300 students.
Financial assistance for establishment, maintenance, and improvement of guidance and)
counseling programs in junior*
colleges has been made possible
by a 1964 amendment to the Nal
tional Defense Education Act !
The NDEA programs are ad-l
ministered through the States.'
The State educational ageneyj
submits to the U.S. Commissioner of Education a plan to)
improve guidance, counseling,
and testing programs. Once approved, the proposed programs
become eligible for Federal
funds. Allotments are based onj
the school-age population. From!
the allotment the Federal Gov
ernment reimburses up to one
half of the cost of the approve<
programs in the State.
It is as important to the Na
tion as to the individual studen
that increased efforts be mad<
to improve guidance and coun
seling, in order that the abili
ties of all students may be de
veloped and utilized to the full
est. Junior colleges should ex
amine their programs now tc
determine how they can be im
proved, with or without Federal
assistance.

SAME DAY

SERVICE

AIR W A Y CLEANERS, Inc.
380 Atwells Avenue - 558 Admiral Street
1085 Chalkstone Avenue
Now at Three Locations:

I

Any 5 Garments Cleaned and Pressed
for Hie price of 4 Garments

i

Shirts — 4 or more

1 9 { Each

1

1

8 a.m. • 6 pjm. Mon. • Frt 8 a.m. - 5 p jn. on Sat.
Free Minor Repairs

Question Box
By ROBERT FRIED
Who formed the first P.C.
hockey team and when?
The history of hockey at P.C.
goe, back to 1928.
Captain
John Smith now vice-president
of Rhode Island Trust, was instrumental in encouraging the
sport in spite of poor playing
condition-: Games in those days
were played on
Hendricken
Field Practice was held in the
Car Barn lot where LaSalle
Academy now stands.
The year 1927 saw the Friars'
first formal sextet. P.C. defeated Springfield 6-4 for its only
win of the season.
After two years of competition, hockey was disbanded due
to lack of interest and financial
support.
In the early thirties, a group
of New Haven boys revived
hockey on an informal basis under the leadership of Dr. Daniel
O'Neill.
But again poor support was evident and hockey began to fade out of the picture.
The revival of hockey came
onee again in 1951. Under the
direction of Coach "Black Jack"
Gagnon and under the influence
of Rev. Schneider, O.P., hockey
began to blossom. The College
became a member of the Rhode
Island Amateur Hockey League
and sported a fine 5-2 ledger,
losing only to Dunne's East Siders and Burrillville. The Friars
were shortly beating the best
clubs in New England
but
lacked NCAA status, due to the
excessive number of freshmen
on the squad.
Hockey
became
a
varsity
sport in 1954 and under the
tutorship of
Dick
Rondeau,
joined the ECAC. Rondeau was
quoted as saying: " W e ' v e gotten
our feet wet—now it's time to
play with the big boys." P.C.
lost its opener to a tough B.C.
sextet, but defeated Harvard
54 in their following encounter.
Although it was a losing season,
the Friars were getting the experience that they needed.

SPORTSDESK
By Vincent Marottoli
Although intramurals are entering: the cold season,
enthusiasm, to my knowledge, is still waxing;. This is a
tribute to the Intramural Council for the excellent job
they have done in coordinating the entire program.
Rich Milano, New Haven " A , " attempts to block a pass
from reaching Met " B " player, Ken Soszka.
COWLfoto by FRED LUMB

Intramurals...

A new era began in 1957 when
the College acquired one of the
most competent coaches in the
country in Tom Eccleston. Un(Continued from Page 10)
der Eccleston, the Friars recorded 94 wins against 72 losses and red-shirted last year, he has
really come into his own this
two ties.
year.
Results of the Second
Cross-Country Race
1, Ed Engler; 2, Tim Kirby.
3, Buzz Lagos; 4, Dave Kelly;
(Continued from Page 1)
5, George Kepphut; 6, Jeo Pewonder and dismay. What had relli; 7, Dick Milano; 8, Don
Diiauro.
happened?
Though it may be obvious
Football Standings
right now, no one could figure
W
L
T
it out then. In the same breath
Met B
7
1
students were talking about the
7
1
great "power blackout" and yet Beantown Bombers
7
1
could not seem to decide why Bay State Packers
Albertus
Magnus
B
7
1
the newspaper was not on the
2
stand.
Unfortunately,
" T h e Albertus Magnus A 6
6
2
Cowl" also needs light to go to Jersey A
6
2
press—besides, our last match Met A
Waterbury
5
2
1
went out at 7 o'clock.
New Haven
5
2
1
We regret the fact we weren't Boston Patriots
5
3
able to publish on time but we
must resort to that old cliche
"better late than never." At York Times which followed the
least we can say that we are blackout—and bow many papers
larger than the eight page New can make that statement?

The

Darkness". . .

Things Look Good
For New Haven Elms

(Editor's Note: This is another
in the line of Cowl feature articles which attempt to present
a diversified sports coverage on
campus.
Special appreciation
is extended to Joel Alderman,
Elms' Pub. Manager, the New
Haven
Register
and
Chris
Smith.)

How does a professional basketball team come into being?
A group of dynamic businessmen assemble in a sports oriented area with encouragement
from a league president, and a
dream becomes a reality. Such
•as the case with the New Haven Elms, the newest entry in
the Eastern Professional Basket
ball League.
If the opinion of Red Auerbach, Boston Celtic coach, has
any merit, the Elms can look
forward to a successful season
in the E.B.L
Auerbach flew
to New Haven O c t 30th to
watch the Elms whip the Scranton Miners 120-108 and later
told observers that he thought
the New Haven club had some
outstanding talent. The Celtics
and the Elms have a working
acraement with each other, and
one of Auerbach's protegees.
Woody Souldsburg. former NBA
star, was high scorer in the

SHARYN TORBERT
Miss New Haven Elms
game with 25 points. The Elms
are coached by Sam Bender,
former coach of Hillhouse High
School in New Haven. At Hillhouse, Coach Bender became a
"legendary" figure in New England high school basketball by
amassing an unbelievable record of 531 wins and 138 loases.

Besides the 6' 8" Souldsburg,
Bender has such roundball notables as 6' 2" Roscoe Baker,
graduate of Delaware State College, where he averaged 21
points per game in four varsity
years; 6' 8" Bill Burnell, former
rebounding star at the University of Illinois; 6' 5" Walter
Byrd, a member of the all U. S.
Army team in 1960; 6' 2" Cleo
Hill, a former NBA star with
the St. Louis Hawks; 6' 8" Bill
Jones, who led the Big Ten in
rebounding
in
1962;
Frank
Heitt, one of the top assist men
in the EBL; Ed Washington,
an All New England performer
from Boston University; Fran
Ryan, a former star at Northeastern University, and Dave
Hicks, a former member of the
Harlem Globetrotters from 1961
to 1963.

Rhode Island interest in the
team is stimulated by the fact
that two PC grads. Bob Simoni
and Carl Spencer, were asked
to try out for the squad and a
present varsity player worked
out with them during the summer.
Also Dennis McGovern,
UJLL's leading scorer last year,
is a member of the squad.

Of course, there are the usual gripes which in my
estimation are secondary. A most common complaint
has concerned the referees, and although I have played
in games in which some calls were obviously erroneous,
the majority of the games have been adequately covered.
It's difficult to obtain sufficient refs for all the games,
although three would be ideal.
Some participants have also complained that many
of the games are marred by unnecessary roughing. On
this count, I agree. Many a time I've seen a superfluous
jab thrown aimlessly. Even the campus medics, I hear,
have commented on the number of casualties this year.
But despite the increasing success of the program,
I still maintain that PC needs another varsity sport to
fill the Fall gap. My interest centers on soccer and
rugby, both of which would be appealing.
I have in front of me now information concerning
the establishment of varsity sports on a club basis on
other campi. But what I would like to do is present this
information to the Council, and offer my wholehearted
support to influence the establishment of such a sport
on Smith Hill.
Unfortunately, no response has come from the student body. I had hoped that preliminary investigations
would have taken place voluntarily by this time. However, I believe that if the ball is started, others will join
to maintain the momentum.
Neither Here Nor There: Poor Susquehanna U., I
hear, recently lost their entire football coaching staff to
resignations when SU lost their 7th game. The president
is the new coach . . . The frosh basketball team recently
elected a new captain. Just one hitch — he does not at
tend PC, although he practiced with the team. Well, captain emitus, then . . . Although PC was on the short end
of a 19-9 hockey score, they fared pretty well against
the Eastern Olympic Team in last Saturday's scrimmage
at the auditorium. Should be a good season . . .

Dear Reader:
We regret to Inform you that our
nered. Mn-**iMhed, w x t l e a l n f wort*
suddenly disappeared leavtnr Ma sport* section
unfinished. Anyone knowing his
should contact hi
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FRIARS N. E. TRACK CHAMPS
Strong Showing

Frosh Harriers
Take 4th Place
At Franklin Park

By PC Thindads
Climaxes NE Win
Jerry Riordan's third place
finish paced the PC harriers to
their second straight New England Cross Country Championship as a strong team effort
overcame
threatening
Brown
University. The Friars came in
sudden spurts: Barry Brown followed close on Riordan's spikes
in 4th place; Paul Harris, seventh; A1 Campbell, sixteenth;
Bob Powers, eighteenth.
Covering the 4.6 mile course
in 21:30 Ray Crothers of Central Connecticut captured top
honors in establishing the maiden time on the new settings at
Franklin Field, Boston.
Bill
Starkus of Boston University
separated the winner from the
Friar avalanche.
The meet displayed the best
team balance of the year for
STRONG FINISH by Bob Powers and A1 Campbell gave them 18th and 16th place respecPC, as just 47 seconds separtively at the N. E. Championships last Monday.
ated Jerry Riordan's time of
22:12 and Bob Powers e i g h t eenth place finish. With this tremendously to the team effort;
strength, the runners gathered so much that Paul collapsed at
the meet low of 48 points, far the finish line.
Campbell and
outdistancing the nearest com- Powers ran together for four
petitor, Brown University, by miles and moved up from 30th
37 points.
place to their respective places
Jerry Riordan, holding back
for the first mile, moved up
quickly in the last three miles
until he finished 150 yards behind Crothers.
Barry Brown,
bested by Riordan for the first
time in varsity cross country,
and by Ray Crothers of Central
Connecticut f o r the third time
in their four encounters, placed
20 yards behind Riordan.

during the last mile.

Monday afternoon the Frosh
Harriers captured fourth place
in the New England Champion
ships at Franklin Park in Boston.
They were led by the running
of Pete Brown, who finished
twenty-fourth out of a field of
one hundred and sixty-five. He
was followed by Brian Nolan
and Jim Schratz, who placed
twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth
respectively.
Bob Crooke, who had been out
for four weeks with a bad hip,
finished fourth team-wise and
thirty-sixth overall.
The fifth,
sixth and seventh men were
John Grange, Paul Farrel, and
George Burke.
Next Monday will be the last
time around for the Frosh this
year as they take part in the
IC4A's in Van Cortland Park in
New York.

Upsets Scored As Season
Near End For Intr amurals

The Friars meet the
top
By JOE McMENIMEN
schools east of the Mississippi
Action was fast and furious Tuesday afternoon out on the gridiron, with one
on Nov. 15 in the New York
IC4A Championships.
In this upset, and one near upset. In the near upset, two TD's by Ken Soska and one by
meet the team will get another Greg Walsh offset one by Ned Burke as the Met B edged out the Boston Patriots
crack at Army—the only team
18 to 12. In the upset The Beantown Bombers led by Joe O'Sullivan jumped out to
that we have met and haven't
beaten this year.
Other top an 18 to 0 lead and held on to upset the A 1 b e r t u s Magnus A club 24 to 6.
teams include Georgetown Univ. Boston, looking every bit like
Cargill threw to T. Mullen. Four bury Wizards were also elimiyear's
winner),
Notre the title contenders, jumped
Hampered by a chest and head (last
minutes later Beantown struck nated as they lost a 6 to 0 decold, Paul Harris contributed Dame, Navy, and Michigan.
out to a lead early as Dennis again. This time Cargill, deep cision to the improving Proviin his own end zone, spotted dence Club. The twice defeated
O'Sullivan streaking down the Bedbugs displaying an oversideline. O'Sullivan hauled it whelming offensive attack rolled
in at the 15 and threw to Mul- over the Glee Club 6 to 0. The
len f o r the second score. On Beantown Bombers, who lost
the ensuing kickoff it was their opening game are still in
O'Sullivan again. In a great de- contention, having whipped evefensive move he intercepted a ry opponent since then. Their
Larry Cane pass that set up the latest victims were the New
third Boston TD.
Bedford Bedbugs, and the Sleepers, the former losing 12 to 2
On October
13, the
Big
In rain soaked action Monday and the latter 26 to 0.
Between today and next Thursday, November 18, the
Brothers' Club sponsored a basafternoon, Met B bounced on
PCBB will conduct a Coca-Cola bottle-cap drive in order
Two teams were
dropped
ketball clinic for 50 boys at the
the winning trail as they eked
to
acquire
footballs
for
the
Children's
Center.
The
bottle,
out a 7 to 6 decision over New f r o m the ranks of the undeChildren's Center.
Under the
caps required are those with pictures of NFL players on
Haven A. New Haven jumped feated last week, and ironically
direction
of
Co-captain
Bill
out to a 6 point lead early in both games involved the Althe reverse side. Due to the generosity of the class of
Blair, Jim Walker, Mike Riorthe game but late in the first bertus Magnus Club. In the
1969, a large quantity of bottle-caps have already been coldan, Dex Westbrook, and Stu
half Met B caught up on Greg first game Larry Cane riddled
lected. Any contributions should be brought to Room 305,
Walsh's TD. They then took the Met secondary, hitting his
Kerzner, the boys were shown
Stephen HalL
the lead as Kev Byrne hauled Mutt and Jeff combination of
how to dribble, defend, box-out,
in a pass f o r the PAT. That Jack Kirk and Rick Tinsworth
and pass.
Highlights of the
was all the scoring however, to roll up 33 points. Equally
evening were:
as the skies opened and turned spectacular f o r Met B was Tom
the game into a battle of the Liesegang as he passed for 24
1.) Mike teaching a 3' 10"
points. However it was the alldefenses.
forward his "tomahawk" shot.
around ability of Cane to scam2.) Jimmy having the ball
The New Bedford Bedbugs per and still complete the pass
stolen from him by a fourforgot
their
waterwings
at that made the difference.
home and consequently were
footer.
In the other big game Aldrowned by Albertus B 30 to
3.) Dex outrebounded by still
0. Jack Hayes connected with bertus B was upset by the Bay
another four-footer.
Jim Mulcahy f o r the only score State Packers 14 to 12. Kev.
4.) Bill and
Stu
shooting
of the game, as Met A downed Conlon hauled in two passes
f o r TD's but it was Gary O'Conabout ten per cent from the
the Boston Chiefs 6 to 0.
nell who provided the margin
floor in a competitive game of
In a game called by darkness as he caught the pre-med QB
twenty-one.
the Bay State Packers dropped in the end zone f o r a result5.) A n d
a
"disorganized"
the Jersey A team 18 to 0. Joe ing safety.
Mike, Dex, and Stu trying to
Twomey,
playing one of his betIn another big game last
show how the figure-8 drill is
ter games, was superb as he hit
supposed to be done.
week the Boston Patriots handhis receivers consistently for
ed Chelsea's chargers a 12 to
yardage and 3 scores (perhaps
he should play in the rain all 0 setback. This was a close one
as Mike Eagan caught 2 TD
the time).
passes to offset a sterling perIn action last week, the Bos- formance by the Met Club's
ton Patriots were eliminated newly found QB, Jack Hayes.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15
from contention as they were Hayes showed great potential
Cross Country - IC4A's
dropped by Jersey A. Earlier as a field general. After being
Does anyone know how to do the Figure 8?
that same afternoon, the WaterC O W L f o t o by E R N I E ST. J E A N
(Continued on Page 9)
Van Cortland Park, New York
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